DISGRACE  ABOUNDING
been given to Germany, in Spain or lord knows where, that the
voice of the people may be raised only in one grand sweet song
of admiration for the achievements of the government.
Somebody wrote about Insanity Fair, There ought to be a law.
There ought to be a law preventing foreign correspondents from
writing any more now-it-can-be-told memoirs/
There probably will be. Be of good cheer.
But for the nonce we may write, comic little men who go tailing
a.bout after lost causes, and the voice of Insanity Fair rings loud in
my mind calling for its mate. The Picnic Papers (I mean. Disgrace
Abounding). I hope time at least remains for that happy union to be
consummated, and I even see in imagination the features of their
first-born, A Tale of Three Cities, Vienna, Prague and Budapest,
and how they all became German provincial towns, and after that
The Decline and Fall of the British Empire — but you have heard
that one before and you don't care for it, you are not bemused,
and how right you are.
Before we start on this picnic I think you have a right to know
something about your host. I wish I could tell you just who and
what he is, I find that many different opinions exist about me.
I am, as I read, no Red, an extreme anti-Fascist, a bitter critic of
the British Left, a British Tory, a man who will be called preju-
diced more by persons belonging to the political Right than the
Left, and other things.
I regret this diversity of views about me> becawc I don't like
to think that you don't know where I am* An intelligent man
should be born into this world alive either a Htde Liberal or a little
Conservative, and having chosen his watertight compartment, he
should stay there. All the good and noble ideas must obviously
be in one of those compartments, the red one, or the tine blue
one, or the brown one, and then you have your label* When you
have people gadding about who think they find something good
and something bad in all the compartments, the time has come for
stern action: hold them down and pin a label on them — Red,
for preference.
But in this matter of political hue, I have decided to declare
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